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Abstract

With the rapid development of mobile edge computing, mobile social networks are gradually infiltrating into our
daily lives, in which the communities are an important part of social networks. Internet of People such as online
social networks is the next frontier for the Internet of Things. The combination of social networking and mobile
edge computing has an important application value and is the development trend of future networks. However,
how to detect evolutionary communities accurately and efficiently in dynamic heterogeneous social networks
remains a fundamental problem. In this paper, a novel User Interest Community Evolution (UICE) model based on
subgraph matching is proposed for accurately detecting the corresponding communities in the evolution of the
user interest community. The community evolutionary events can be quickly captured including forming, dissolving,
evolving and so on with the introduction of core subgraph. A variant of subgraph matching, called Subgraph
Matching with Dynamic Weight (SMDW), is proposed to solve the problem of updating the core subgraph due to
the change of core user’s interest when tracking evolutionary communities. Finally, the experiments based on the
real datasets have been designed to evaluate the performance of the proposed model by comparing it with the
state-of-art methods in this area and complete data processing through the local edge computing layer. The
experimental results demonstrate that the UICE model presented in this paper has achieved better accuracy, higher
efficiency and better scalability against existing methods.
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Introduction
With the rapid development of mobile edge computing,
mobile social networks play an increasingly important
role in people’s daily lives. Mobile edge computing
emerged as a new paradigm application, pushing the
frontiers of computing applications, data and services
from centralized nodes to the mobile edge of the net-
work, forming a useful supplement to cloud computing,
and obtaining a better user experience through resource
collaboration [1]. The combination of social networking

and mobile edge computing has an important applica-
tion value and is the development trend of future net-
works [2]. In order to optimize the benefits of the
network, there are still many important challenges that
need to be solved urgently, among which social network
data analysis is one of them [3]. Many advanced machine
learning technologies, for example, deep learning
method, have achieved great success in social media data
analysis [4]. The research of community tracking and
other analysis in dynamic heterogeneous social networks
is attracting worldwide attention recently [5–7]. Scholars
in many fields analyze online social networks from dif-
ferent perspectives and detect communities in the
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network to analyze the whole network [8, 9]. It is one of
the methods that people always pay attention to, and it
is also a hot and difficult point in the field of research.
In social networks, nodes generally represent a single in-
dividual, while edges represent relationships that exist
between individuals, such as classmate relationships, kin-
ship relationships, and friend relationships [10, 11],
while communities represent the circle of friends with
common interests or other common attributes [12]. The
significance of interest community evolution analysis is
not only to explore the existing evolution rules of the
community, but also to predict the future evolution path
according to the existing information [13]. For example,
in the e-commerce platform, personalized recommenda-
tion can be accurately made through the evolution
analysis of user interest, so as to stimulate user con-
sumption and improve product sales. And in the process
of dissemination of online public opinion (topics of
interest to users), by analyzing the content and dissem-
ination rules of existing topic communities, predicting
the dissemination trend of negative public opinion and
mining the core nodes of leading public opinion, timely
measures are taken to control public opinion and reduce
the adverse effects of public opinion.
Early research on the community focused on commu-

nity discovery of static networks, and many algorithms
emerged [14, 15] as well. In recent years, community re-
search has been focused on the process of community
structure change in dynamic networks. Through the
study of the dynamics and evolution process of the com-
munity in online social networks, it is of great help to
better understand the internal structure of online social
networks [16, 17], which is a network structure formed
by many users based on their diversified interests. In
order to investigate the evolution of user interest com-
munities in online social networks, some researchers put
forward the concept of graph database [18, 19] that has
been widely used as an important tool for modelling and
query graph data. Meanwhile, Subgraph matching is a
basic operation in various graph operations.
However, in large-scale social networks, existing inter-

est community evolution algorithms cannot achieve ideal
results in terms of accuracy and efficiency. In this paper,
a novel User Interest Community Evolution (UICE)
model based on subgraph matching is proposed to ac-
curately detect the corresponding communities in the
evolution of the community. At the same time, in order
to solve the problem of replacing influential users, a
variant of subgraph matching is proposed, which is
called Subgraph Matching with Dynamic Weight
(SMDW). The model makes up for the problems of
existing algorithms and achieves good results in effi-
ciency, accuracy and scalability.
The main tasks are described as follows:

(1) By using a topic scoring method with authority and
the minimum distance of posts [6], the number of
users that make up the core subgraph can be
calculated to ensure these users have the greatest
influence.

(2) A novel User Interest Community Evolution
(UICE) Model based on subgraph matching is
proposed for accurately detecting the corresponding
communities in the evolution of the community.

(3) In order to solve the problem of replacing
influential users, a variant of subgraph matching
SMDW is proposed.

(4) The experiments on real-world datasets demon-
strate our model obtains better clustering accuracy,
higher operating efficiency and more scalable com-
pared with existing algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion II related work on dynamic community evolution
tracking and subgraph match has been discussed. In Sec-
tion III and IV, our user interest community evolution
model is presented based on subgraph matching in dy-
namic heterogeneous social networks. Our experiment
results have been analyzed and discussed in Section V.
The conclusions have been given and our future work
has been outlined in the last section.

Related work
Social networks will generate huge amounts of data
every day. Hundreds of applications are deployed at the
edge to consume this data using edge computing. Some
necessary processing on these data is made to get better
results. Community tracking and other analysis in dy-
namic heterogeneous social networks are important
challenges that need to be solved urgently. At present,
analyzing the formation and change process of commu-
nities in dynamic networks has become a research hot-
spot. There are two main points in the UICE model that
are proposed in this paper: dynamic community evolu-
tion tracking and subgraph matching.

Dynamic community evolution tracking
For the last few years, community research has focused
on the process of community structure change in dy-
namic networks. In the early days, when people studied
the community structure in the network, they consid-
ered the complex networks to be static. However, virtu-
ally any complex network, especially online social
networks, is changing over time. Due to the dynamic na-
ture of social networks, the process of studying commu-
nity evolution is more practical [20]. By studying the
dynamics of the community and its evolution process in
the network, it is of great help to better understand the
internal structure of the network. Thus, the research on
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community evolution mainly includes the following two
categories: community discovery in dynamic networks
and community evolution in dynamic networks.

Community discovery in dynamic networks
Sattari et al. [17] proposed a label propagation method
based on cascaded information diffusion to detect over-
lapping communities in dynamic social networks named
CIDLPA. This method divides nodes into two categories
according to the degree of influence, which greatly re-
duces the possibility of creating a monster community
in a dynamic network. Lin et al. [18] proposed a frame-
work named FacetNet which combines community ex-
traction and evolution extraction in a unified process.
The framework uses the acquired network data and the
prior distribution of historical community structures to
estimate the community structure and uses maximum a
posteriori estimates to describe the problem. However,
the above methods have the following shortcomings: the
number of groups needs to be determined in advance,
and cannot approach the real value expressed by the
lower value of normalized mutual information; the un-
certainty and randomness of label propagation lead to
the low accuracy and stability of the group.

Community evolution in dynamic networks
Folino [21] proposed an evolutionary clustering algo-
rithm based on multi-objective optimization named
DYNMOGA. The clustering framework is a multi-
objective genetic algorithm, which effectively balances
the time overhead and historical cost, and significantly
improves the quality of the cluster, does not need a bal-
ance factor to automatically discover the number of
communities. Yang [22] proposed a framework for mod-
eling the transition of community memberships for indi-
vidual nodes based on Bayesian inference, named
DSBM. This framework unifies the community and its
evolution with the probability generation model and uses
the Bayesian approach to give a reliable prediction of
community memberships. Messaoudi [23] proposed a
multi-objective Bat Algorithm to get high-quality solu-
tions which generate the initial population using the
mean-shift algorithm. However, the above methods exe-
cute too long due to the need to generate an initial
population randomly and are not suitable for processing
large amounts of social network data.

Subgraph matching
Existing subgraph matching methods could be roughly
classified into two categories: exact subgraph matching
and fuzzy subgraph matching. Exact subgraph matching
requires that all nodes and edges match exactly. The
subgraph isomorphism algorithm [24] and the VF2 [25]
algorithm are classic algorithms that do not utilize any

index structure, so the cost is usually high for large
graph databases. Han et al. [26] proposed a subgraph
search solution TurboISO to introduce candidate region
search and combination ranking strategy. However,
existing exact subgraph matching does not consider the
similarity of node elements. In the case of many candi-
date nodes, it is very expensive to find isomorphic
subgraphs.
Fuzzy subgraph matching allows some nodes or edges

mismatch. Closure-tree [27] is the first method support-
ing both exact subgraph matching and fuzzy subgraph
matching. Khan et al. [28] proposed a subgraph match-
ing technique NeMa based on neighborhood to query
the real network. Li et al. [29] proposed an efficient ap-
proximate subgraph matching algorithm in fuzzy RDF
graph SM-RDF, which is equivalent to a search over
subgraphs of fuzzy graphs. However, none of the above-
mentioned methods can better model many real-world
problems, because the user usually does not know all the
elements of the graph database node, which makes it im-
possible to give the complete query conditions.

Preprocessing method
The data in social networks are large and complex. In
order to filter out the useful data from the complicated
data and obtain the core subgraph, the data need to be
preprocessed. The preprocessing method mainly in-
cludes the following steps as Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The Procedure of the preprocessing method
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Extracting popular interests and high-quality users based
on HITS algorithm
Popular interests will attract more high-quality users,
and the interest of high-quality users will often develop
into popular interests. Popular interests get more high-
quality user reviews and recommendations than ordinary
interests, and high-quality users’ recommendations can
make this interest spread more widely in social net-
works. In this paper, the HITS algorithm [10] is intro-
duced, taking into account the inextricable link between
users and interests, so as to extract popular interests and
high-quality users. This will eliminate the less-influential
users and unpopular interest. In the HITS algorithm, the
authority score is represented user’s significance, and the
hub score is denoted interest’s popularity. The users
with high authority scores are called core users. The
final scores can be iteratively calculated for each user
and interest and can intuitively show the importance of
user and the popularity of interest.

A topic scoring method with authority and minimum
distance of posts
Due to errors whilst filtering the topics and ranking
popularity, the efficiency and accuracy of influence
maximization lead to a poor result in existing topic de-
tection methods. An automatic topic scoring method
[10] is introduced in this paper. Because representative
posts on a topic usually have higher authority, and there
is usually a response distance between posts on a social
network, topic scoring can be used to filter topics and
score the popularity of topics. The representative posts
are used for topic filtering and topic popularity ranking.
So, K posts distributed in the right upper part of the
graph can be automatically selected as representative
posts. Furthermore, based on the assumptions of our
model, the representative posts are those having higher
authority values and those located dispersedly. Thus, the
topic scoring method in 2-dimensional space is used to
automatically filter the topics and score the popularity of
topics, where one dimension is the authority value of the
posts, and the other is the minimum distance of the
posts as defined above. In the topic scoring method,
those posts located in the right upper quadrant are
shown to be the representative posts. Finally, filtering
the topics and ranking popularity of topics can be com-
pleted according to the representative posts.

The topic community detection based on LDA algorithm
In this paper, the topic community detection based on
the LDA algorithm is proposed. The degree of represen-
tativeness of the posts and users in every topic is de-
scribed by a variety of different weights. Each topic
should consist of at least one post and one user. In the
subsequent analysis, the post and user’s centrality value

are used to calculate the prototype weight, and the topic
similarity is used to assist in the division of online social
networks.

Mining initial influential spreaders
When looking for the most influential spreaders, the
choice of the initial propagation users is very important.
It is related to the trend and scope of information propa-
gation. Influence affects the user’s thoughts and behav-
iours. When two users with different interests interact, it
may cause users with low influence to change their deci-
sion. The reason why social networks have such a strong
influence is that people are always inevitably affected by
others, especially those who trust. The magnitude of this
influence is also determined by different user character-
istics, preferences, relationships, and actions. As stated
previously, highly popular posts are more likely to attract
the attention of high-quality users, and those users who
forward or comment on such posts will make these
posts attract more attention. Hence, identifying influen-
tial communicators effectively and efficiently in social
networks are also a very important task. Therefore, the
three-step model [10] is introduced to solve this prob-
lem: (1) extract the hub value of posters; (2) calculate
the degree centrality of posters; (3) Combine the global
feature and local feature to determine the initial influen-
tial spreaders. Typically, the initial influential spreaders
in a social network are users with more neighbour con-
nections. Under this premise, this paper proposes a
unique influence measurement method based on user
interaction hub value and degree value. To a large ex-
tent, this method can greatly improve the recognition
rate of the initial influential spreaders and the final influ-
ential spreaders further enhance influence range of max-
imum impact.

A user interest community detection method based on
HLPA algorithm
The LPA algorithm has significant shortcomings: the re-
sult is very unstable due to the random selection
scheme, and it is difficult to guarantee the quality of the
community. Hence, in order to be able to select the core
node set in a short period of time, the impact of the lar-
gest solution in the selection of community classification
algorithm in addition to the time complexity of the low,
but also should be stable and reasonable and community
detection of quality assurance. This paper proposes a
stable and high-quality algorithm based on node influ-
ence called HLPA [30]. To be more specific, the HLPA
algorithm assigns a unique interest label to each user
node, and then updates the user node’s interest label in
descending order of interest popularity. In each round of
label update, the label is updated from the label of the
adjacent node of the most influential user node. If the
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labels are different, the label with the highest influence
is selected for propagation by calculating the influence
of the label. After all the user nodes’ interest tags have
been updated, a stable community will be obtained. If
there are more user nodes without interest tags in the
network, or the relationship between the user nodes is
not enough, the network will be divided into many inde-
pendent communities, making the final community de-
tection results inaccurate. The HLPA algorithm can be
used to recommend the corresponding label to the un-
labeled node, and the relationship before the number of
nodes is increased, so that the high quality of the com-
munity detection result can be obtained, and the data
sparsity problem can also be solved.

A user interest community evolution model based
on subgraph matching
Community evolution research is an important part of
community structure research. Evolution is the basic
characteristic of real networks. The communities in so-
cial networks are developing continuously with time,
which is the result of the interaction between the net-
work’s own structure and frequent interactions occur-
ring on it. In the research of community evolution, a
community evolution model based on the historical
characteristics of the community in the network is built,
and the possible changes in the future are further pre-
dicted. The study of community evolution can also

facilitate researchers to analyze changes in user interest
and predict user behavior and hotspot trends in the fu-
ture. The information presented in social networks will
be updated rapidly with the passage of time and various
social events, resulting in changes in users’ social rela-
tions, behaviors and interests, which may lead to
changes in the community to which users belong. For
example, a user in the community who follows other
users in the same community or comments and for-
wards their posts will bring the connections between
users in the community closer. Conversely, a user who
frequently follows users in other communities, or com-
ments and forwards their posts can cause the user to
move to another community. In this paper, referring to
the subgraph increment method proposed by Liu et al.
[31], a novel User Interest Community Evolution (UICE)
Model based on subgraph matching is proposed to ac-
curately detect the corresponding communities in the
evolution of the community. The model has high effi-
ciency and good scalability. The community obtained in
the preprocessing method will be used as the initial
community to participate in the subsequent community
evolution analysis. The steps included are as Fig. 2.

Core interest community expanding
The core subgraph obtained by the preprocessing
method is needed to be extended. For an ordinary user
node u not included in core subgraph, all adjacent user

Fig. 2 The framework of the UICE model
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nodes of user node u are traversed. If its adjacent user
nodes belong to multiple interest communities, the in-
timacy values of the different interest communities are
compared, and the user node u is added to the interest
community with the largest intimacy value. The intimacy
value of the interest community is defined as:

V in ¼ H�in
iC

H�in
iC þ H�out

iC
ð1Þ

where H�in
iC is the sum of hub value of user nodes within

interest community, H�out
iC is the sum of hub value of user

nodes adjacent to user nodes within interest community.
According to the principle of definition, the time cost of
the extension is also very low.

Incremental interest community evolution tracking
Since the community structure for detecting dynamic
social networks differs from that for detecting static net-
works, an algorithm named IIC is used to update the
community structure on different timestamps. When
tracking and updating the community structure, the al-
gorithm uses previously given information instead of re-
calculating. Because community detection is not
required in every subgraph, the efficiency of the algo-
rithm is greatly improved.
One of the key ideas of the IIC algorithm is to update

the community structure by updating a subgraph ΔSt + 1

between consecutive moments. The scale of the core
subgraph is much smaller than that of the whole graph,
which guarantees the time complexity of the incremental
algorithm and the good consistency of the community
structure in the neighborhood time. Our framework per-
forms very well in the large-scale data processing.
Through the preprocessing method, the core user

node set SVt + 1 and core edge set SEt + 1 (means the rela-
tionship between the user nodes) can be obtained at
each time step. The operations on the core user nodes
and edges are defined as follows:

SV tþ1 ¼ SV t − SVdel þ SVnew ð2Þ
SEtþ1 ¼ SEt − SEdel þ SEnew ð3Þ
SVdel ¼ SV t − SV tþ1 ð4Þ
SVnew ¼ SV tþ1 − SV t ð5Þ
SEdel ¼ SEt − SEtþ1 ð6Þ
SEnew ¼ SEtþ1 − SEt ð7Þ

where SVdel denotes the deleted core user node set;
SVnew denotes the new core user node set; SEdel denotes
removed edges; SEnew is the new edges set.
Birth, growth, atrophy, merger, splitting and death are

all events related to community evolution. The change

of the core subgraph from time t to t + 1 is shown in
Fig. 3. These community evolution events are caused by
different reasons, among which the birth, growth and
merger are caused by the addition of user nodes or
edges, and the atrophy, splitting and death are caused by
the deletion of user nodes or edges.
In view of the above, the following steps are taken to

track incremental community evolution:

– Step 1: Delete core user nodes and edges

The removed user node set SVdel can be obtained from
the formula 4, and the removed edge set SEdel can be ob-
tained from the formula 6. At time step t, the user nodes
have been assigned to different communities. Then these
user nodes need to be deleted from the core subgraph at
time step t + 1. And the same work needs to be done to
SEdel.

– Step 2: Process the rest user node in subgraph at
time step t + 1.

For each community in the core subgraph at time step
t + 1, its connectivity is computed. For example, the
structure of a community SCi is shown in Fig. 4(a). Its
connectivity is computed after deleting user nodes and
edges in SCi. Then if SCi splits to two subgraphs, SCi will
be deleted and two new communities SCi + 1 and SCi + 2

are created as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). If SCi does not
split, nothing will be done as shown in Fig. 4(d) and (e).

– Step 3: Add new user nodes

The set of new user nodes SVnew and the set of neigh-
boring user nodes of each user node in SVnew can be ob-
tained from formula 5. If the adjacent user nodes of a

Fig. 3 The change of core subgraph from moment t to t + 1
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user node u in SVnew belong to multiple communities,
the intimacy values between u and different communi-
ties are compared. User node u joins to the community
with the highest intimacy value. If the adjacent user
nodes of u do not belong to any existing communities in
the core subgraph at time step t + 1, a new community
will be created, and the user node u will be added to this
community. If the user node u is only associated with
one community, then u is added to the community.

– Step 4: Add new edges

The set of new edges SEnew can be obtained from the
formula 7. The source node and the target node of an
edge e in SEnew are found. If they belong to the same
community, e is added to the community; if they do not
belong to the same community, the two communities
are linked. An initialized community structure is gener-
ated at this step.

– Step 5: Merge communities

For each community in the core subgraph at time
step t + 1, the correlation between every two commu-
nities is computed. Specifically, the correlations of
two communities KCi and KCj have been calculated.
The community correlation Ne (KCi∩KCj) is defined
as the number of edges between community KCi and
KCj. Ne (KCi) denotes the number of edges in KCi.
The two communities are merged, when Ne
(KCi∩KCj) > 0.2* Ne (KCi) and Ne (KCi∩KCj) > 0.2* Ne
(KCj).
Step 6: Judge the validity of the core subgraph at time

step t + 1.
When the core subgraph is obtained through steps

1–5, its CSM value needs to be calculated.

Community structure stability (CSM) is an indicator
used to measure community effectiveness.

CSMm ¼ 1 −

Xm

t¼1

Δ SEt;t − 1

�� ��

SE0j j ð8Þ

where |SE0| denotes the number of core edges at the ini-
tial time step, Δ|SEt,t-1| denotes a change in the number
of core edges between two adjacent time steps. If CSM ≤
θ, core subgraph keeps unchanged; If CSM > θ, the core
subgraph is redetected by preprocessing method on the
graph. θ is a given threshold.

Subgraph matching
In social networks, people’s interests change every day.
When the interest of the users in the core subgraphs
changes, the influential replacement users are needed to
be quickly found. The new core subgraph is retrieved by
reusing the preprocessing method, but this approach will
result in very low algorithm efficiency. In this paper, a
variant of subgraph matching is proposed, which is
called Subgraph Matching with Dynamic Weight. In the
SMDW query, each graph node has a collection of ele-
ments instead of a label, and each element corresponds
to a dynamic weight, the weight of the element is speci-
fied by the user at the time of the query. Specifically,
given a query graph Q with n nodes {u1, u2, ..., un}, The
SMDW query can find all subgraphs X in the graph
database G that contains n nodes {v1, v2, ..., vn}, Satisfied:
(1) The dynamic weight of S (ui) and S (vj) is greater
than the user-specified threshold, where ui corresponds
to vj, S (ui) and S (vj) denote the set of elements of ui
and vj, respectively, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ... n}. (2) X and Q are
structurally isomorphic.
A network can be modelled as a graph G = <V(G),

E(G)>, called a data graph, where V(G) denotes a set of

Fig. 4 The structural change process of community SCi
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vertices, E(G) ⊆V(G) × V(G) is a set of edges, and each
vertex v∈V(G) has some elements, denoted as S(v), for all
nodes. The complete set of elements is recorded as Σ(G).
Similarly, the query graph can also be expressed as Q= <
V(Q), E(Q)>. This article discusses the SMDW queries
in undirected simple graphs, without loss of generality,
our algorithm can be extended to directed simple
graphs.
Definition 1. Dynamic weight is a concept in fuzzy set

theory. It is an effective measure to describe uncertainty
relations. It is defined as:

(1) 0 ≤DW(y/x) ≤ 1;
(2) if x ≤ y, DW(y/x) = 1;
(3) if x ≤ y ≤ z, DW(x/z) ≤DW(x/y);
(4) if x ≤ y, there is an DW(x/z) < DW(y/z) for any

z∈L.

Then the DW is called the dynamic weight on the par-
tial order set (L, ≤).
Definition 2. Set Dynamic Weight. For sets X and Y, X

is a non-empty set, and SDW(Y/X) is defined as:

SDW Y=Xð Þ ¼ Y∩Xj j
X

ð9Þ

where |*| indicates the number of elements in the collec-
tion, and ⋂ indicates the set intersection operation. It is
easy to verify that SDW satisfies:

(1) 0 ≤ SDW(Y/X) ≤ 1;
(2) if X ⊆ Y, SDW(Y/X) = 1;
(3) if X ⊆ Y ⊆ Z, SDW(X/Z) ≤ SDW(X/Y);
(4) if X ⊆ Y, for any non-empty set Z, there is SDW(X/

Z) ≤ SDW(Y/Z).

Called SDW is the set dynamic weight.
Definition 3. Dynamic Weighted Set. For sets X and Y,

a is an element within X or Y, and W(a) denotes the
weight of element a, which is specified by the user be-
fore each query, where 0 ≤W(a) ≤ 1. DWS(Y/X) is de-
fined as:

DWS Y=Xð Þ ¼

X

a∈Y∩X

W að Þ
X

a∈X

W að Þ ð10Þ

where DWS is called Dynamic Weighted Set. For simpli-
city, the dynamic weight in this paper refers to Dynamic
Weighted Set without special explanation.
Definition 4. Subgraph Match with Dynamic Weight

(SMDW). Given the data graph G, V(G) = {v1, ..., vm}, the
query graph Q, V(Q) = {u1, ..., un}, the user-specified
weight of each element and the inclusion threshold τ,

and Only when the following three conditions are met,
it means that subgraphs X and V(X) = {v1, ..., vn} of Q
and G are matched based on the subgraphs of the
degree:

(1) There is a bijective function f, for each ui∈V(Q)
and vj∈V(X), there is f (ui) = vj. where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n;

(2) DWS(S (ui), S (vj)) ≥ τ, where S (ui) and S (vj)
represent the set of elements of ui and vj
respectively, and DWS(S (ui), S (vj)) denote the
dynamic weights of S (ui) and S (vj);

(3) For any side (ui, uk) ∈E(Q), there is (f (ui), f (uk))
∈E(X), where 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Since the SMDW has nothing to do with the edge, our
method adapts to both the directed graph and the undir-
ected graph.
In this paper, the dynamic weight is used as the meas-

ure of whether the node is matched. There are two rea-
sons: (1) dynamic weight can better model many
practical problems. For example, users often cannot
know all the elements of the node feature set in the data
graph. (2) Give each element different weights. The real
response is that the user pays different attention to each
element. In practical applications, the user specifies the
query graph and the weight of each element.

Experiments
Experiment settings and datasets
The experiment is carried out on a computer equipped
with 4.0 GHz CPU and 16G memory. Our datasets are
collected from Twitter through the Twitter API. The
datasets selected in this paper filter popular posts and
high-impact users on Twitter from April 2015 to Octo-
ber 2019. The datasets contain the following contents:
user information, post information and plain text review
information. The specific descriptions of the datasets are
shown in the following Table 1.
In order to ensure the validity of the results, each ex-

periment randomly selects 500,000 user nodes from the
dataset, and takes the average after 5 runs. Data process-
ing is completed through the local edge computing layer
to ensure the speed and safety of data processing.

Table 1 Descriptions of the datasets

Dataset statistics Quantity

Number of reviews 25,013,682

Number of users 4,621,894

Number of posts 2,184,676

time span Apr. 2015 – Oct. 2019
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Comparative methods
In this paper, a user interest community evolution
(UICE) model based on subgraph matching is proposed.
At the same time, it also solves the problem that core
users need to be replaced because of the change of users’
interests, which often occurs in the evolution of interest
communities. From these two aspects, the performance
of the method is evaluated by comparing with the exist-
ing algorithms.
First aspect: dynamic user interest community evolu-

tion tracking

(1) FacetNet algorithm [18]: this algorithm generates
association with random block model, and uses the
probability model of Dirichlet distribution to
analyze the evolution of association.

(2) DSBM algorithm [22]: this algorithm is a Bayesian
inference-based framework for finding communities
and capturing community evolution in dynamic so-
cial networks.

(3) CIDLPA algorithm [17]: this algorithm divides
nodes into two categories according to the degree
of influence to detect communities in dynamic
social networks.

Second aspect: core user replacement based on sub-
graph matching

(1) NeMa algorithm [28]: this algorithm is a novel
graph query framework by subgraph matching,
which allows ambiguity on both structure and node
labels.

(2) DYNMOGA algorithm [21]: This algorithm
automatically discovers the number of communities
using the genetic algorithm to select the optimal
solution.

(3) SM-RDF algorithm [29]: This algorithm is
equivalent to a search over subgraphs of fuzzy
graphs that have high possibility to match with a
given query graph.

Evaluation measures
In order to compare User Interest Community Evolution
(UICE) model with other methods, the validation meas-
ure NMI (Normalized Mutual Information) is intro-
duced [32]:

NMI A;Bð Þ ¼
− 2

XCA

t¼1

XCB

j¼1

Cij log CijN=Ci:C: j
� �

XCA

t¼1

Ci: log Ci:=Nð Þ þ
XCB

t¼1

C: j log C : j=N
� �

ð11Þ

where CA denotes the number of communities in A, and
CB denotes the number of communities in B, Ci. denotes
the total number of rows in matrix C, C.j denotes the
total number of columns in matrix C, and N denotes the
number of nodes.
In order to compare the UICE model with other

methods, five validation measures are introduced: com-
munity precision (Precision), community recall (Recall),
F-measure, the core users’ influence (I) and search time
(T):

Precision ¼ x∩yj j
xj j ð12Þ

Recall ¼ x∩yj j
yj j ð13Þ

F‐measure ¼ 2
Precision�Recall
Precision þ Recall

ð14Þ

I ¼ Ui

U
ð15Þ

where Ui denotes the number of users affected in the
community, and U denotes the total number of users in
the community.

Parameter experiment

(1) The initial influential spreaders analysis

In the preprocessing method, the number of core users
in the subgraph needs to be determined. To this end, a
topic scoring method with permissions and minimum
post distance is proposed to differentiate the importance
of users on each hot topic.
In the experiment, the number of initial core users is

determined by counting the number of users affected.
The more users it affects, the more influential it is.
As shown in Fig. 5, a different number of hot topics

can also be found by setting a different number of initial
influential users. As the number of initial core users in-
creases, the influence scope increases. When the initial
number of core users is 6, the influence scope reaches a
maximum of 5400 and no longer increases. Therefore,
when the initial core user number is set to 6, the max-
imum influence scope can be obtained.

Result analysis

(1) Dynamic user interest community evolution
tracking

In this section, our datasets are obtained from Twitter.
These records constitute a small social network; there
are various relationships between users, such as
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following, forwarding, replying, and so on. The UICE
model is compared with other existing algorithms, and
selected NMI which is mentioned above as the evalu-
ation criteria. The result is shown below.
As shown in Fig. 6, the NMI value of UICE is some-

times lower than that of DSBM at the initial time step.
Starting from the second step, the NMI value of UICE is
significantly higher than that of FacetNet, DSBM and
CIDLAP in most cases. But the NMI value of CIDLPA is
occasionally higher than that of UICE. This is since the
CIDLPA adopts the cascade information diffusion model
on the label propagation algorithm, which improved the
label propagation approach and accuracy. This largely
offsets the adverse effects of the random block model.
The NMI value of DSBM decreases with time, and it is
almost impossible to reveal community structure after
timestamp 5. In the smooth time framework, UICE
achieves a higher clustering quality and reduces the devi-
ation from the ground truth. This is since the DSBM is a
probabilistic generative model based on Bayesian

inference. Good results can be achieved in the initial
time step, but with the passage of time, the effect is get-
ting worse and worse. FacetNet uses random block
model to generate associations, and a probabilistic
model based on Dirichlet distribution to analyze the evo-
lution of associations, which results in low accuracy.
Therefore, the comparison results show that FacetNet is
inadequate for the evolution tracking of user interest
communities in dynamic social networks. UICE over-
comes the shortcomings of the first three algorithms,
uses HITS-based preprocessing method to effectively
improve the local information quality, and uses im-
proved label propagation algorithm to improve cluster-
ing effect and convergence speed.

(2) Core user replacement based on subgraph matching

In social networks, people’s interests may change at
any time. It is unavoidable to replace core users based
on subgraph matching when tracking dynamic user

Fig. 5 The proper number of popular topics

Fig. 6 NMI value comparison
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interest community evolution. The UICE model is com-
pared with other existing algorithms, and Precision, Re-
call, F-measure, I, which are mentioned above are
selected as the evaluation criteria. The result is shown
below.

As shown in Fig. 7, the results of the three methods
are not much different. This is because the three
methods use the respective preprocessing methods to
process the data, and the core subgraphs can be ob-
tained ideally without considering the efficiency.

Fig. 7 Precision rate, Recall rate and F-measure value comparison
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However, there are many options for core user replace-
ment, but how to make the core subgraph after replace-
ment have the most influence is one of the important
factors determining the quality of the method. The re-
sult is shown below.
As shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2, the DYNMOGA

algorithm is far worse than the other algorithms in
core user replacement. This is mainly due to the fact
that the DYNMOGA algorithm uses a genetic algo-
rithm and graph-based coding makes the time com-
plexity higher. It can not handle large scale networks
well. At the same time, due to the dynamic nature of
the network, the randomness generated by individ-
uals is large, which does not guarantee optimal
results. The NeMa algorithm transforms the neigh-
borhood of each node into a multi-dimensional vec-
tor, and then uses inference algorithm to identify the
best graph matching, so this algorithm has good effi-
ciency, but the accuracy still needs to be improved.
The SM-RDF algorithm uses a path-based solution to
improve efficiency, which decomposes the query into
a set of possibly overlapping paths, finds matches of
individual paths, among which a subset of possible
matches with good selectivity is picked as a candidate
by certain context criteria. But it is very time-
consuming to traverse the graph in the preprocessing
stage, so the efficiency still needs to be improved. Al-
though the UICE model, the NeMa algorithm and

the SM-RDF algorithm are all based on subgraph
matching methods, the UICE model uses HITS and
LPA in the pre-processing which are used to ensure
that the most influential replacement users can be
obtained.

Scalability analysis
At present, the popularity of social networks has
caused its data volume to grow rapidly. To analyze
the evolution of interest communities in such a huge
amount of data, it is necessary for the algorithm to
have strong scalability. In order to verify the scalabil-
ity of the UICE model proposed in this paper, the
existing datasets are divided into the large dataset,
the medium dataset and the small dataset according
to the number of user nodes for experiments. The
previous experiments are all completed on the data-
set of 500,000 user nodes, which is called the small
dataset. The medium dataset is set to 1,000,000 user
nodes, and the large dataset contains all the more
than 2,000,000 user nodes. The result is shown
below.
As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the results of the UICE

model on datasets of different sizes are not much differ-
ent in aspect of dynamic user interest community evolu-
tion tracking and core user replacement based on
subgraph matching. In general, the larger the dataset,
the better the results. This is because when the data set
is large, more relevant information can be obtained, such
as follow, repost, comment, etc., so that more accurate
results can be obtained. This further proves that the
UICE model proposed in this paper has very good
scalability.

Conclusion
The popularity of social networks makes it an im-
portant platform for people to share and deliver

Fig. 8 Core users’ influence (I) value comparison

Table 2 The comparison of time efficiency

Algorithm Search time (T)

SMID 5.5 h

SM-RDF 6 h

NeMa 7 h

DYNMOGA 10 h
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information. Internet of People such as online social
networks is the next frontier for the Internet of
Things. The combination of social networking and
edge computing technology has important application
value and is the development trend of future net-
works. In order to meet the basic needs in real-time
business, application intelligence, security and privacy
protection, social networking and edge computing
technology are combined. In this paper, a novel
UICE Model based on subgraph matching in the
context of edge computing is proposed to accurately
detect the corresponding communities in the evolu-
tion of the community. The proposed model provides

a solution at each time step that provides the best
trade-off between clustering accuracy from current
data and minimum drift from one step to the adja-
cent time step. Besides the core user subgraph is ob-
tained by the preprocessing method based on HITS
and LPA. The model adopts the incremental sub-
graph method and introduces the core subgraph to
infer the core community, so that it can quickly cap-
ture the community evolution events, including for-
mation, dissolution, evolution, etc., thereby greatly
reducing the running time. Finally, the experimental re-
sults demonstrate that our proposed model has achieved
better performance than the state-of-art algorithms.

Fig. 9 NMI values comparison on different datasets

Fig. 10 F-measure values comparison on different datasets
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